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Know The Signs

How to tell if your kid is vaping?
◍ If their room smells artificially sweet, don’t assume it’s 

a scented candle.*
◍ Nosebleeds are common among vapers*
◍ Many vapors report increased thirst.*
◍ There is often a heightened caffeine sensitivity.*
◍ Marijuana use with vaping can smell sweet and not have 

typical marijuana smell
◍
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Kick It!
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Changes in Just Seven Days
We’ll be honest. Quitting vaping is tough; especially the first week. Thankfully, the benefits start 

piling up quickly. And this can give you the motivation to keep going.

Here’s what happens from the moment you finish your last vape:

In 20 Minutes

Your heart rate returns to 

normal and your blood 

pressure drops.

In 3 Days

Your body will be completely 

free of nicotine.

Within 1 Week

Withdrawal symptoms like 

headaches, mood swings, 

and increased hunger will 

lessen or go away 

completely.



IT’S LIT TO QUIT

◍ Nicotine is HIGHLY addictive
◍ Withdrawal symptoms such as feeling irritable, depressed, restless, 
anxious, cravings.

◍ Don’t start in the first place
◌ Nicotine is really hard to quit

◍ How can I kick the habit?
◌ Make a specific Plan (Customize a Quit Plan)
◌ Stay busy
◌ Delay giving in to cravings
◌ Keep focused on why you want to quit
◌ Get support
◌ Be good to yourself
◌ Keep at it, even if you slip up. 

◍ Remind yourself that it is possible to quit. Other people 
succeed, and so can you!
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1. Set Your Quit Date

How many times have you said, “I’m going to quit” and then not gotten around to it? Setting 

an official Quit Date (with smaller goals along the way) helps your plan feel real and makes 

you more likely to follow through.

2. Identify Your Triggers

Triggers are people, places, or situations that make you want to vape. Maybe you always vape when 

you hang out with certain friends. Or maybe your triggers are less obvious. Either way, we’ll help you 

see what’s driving your cravings. Because the more you understand your triggers, the less power 

they’ll have over you.

3. Make a Plan

The last step is finding ways to handle your triggers. That could be chewing gum, playing a game, 

or reminding yourself why you want to quit. A Quit Coach will help you come up with strategies 

that work for you.



Smoke Free Teen   https://teen.smokefree.gov/quit-plan
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Text Lines:
Teens and young adults can join for 
free by texting DITCHVAPE to 88709

text QUIT to 47848.



IT’S LIT TO QUIT!
⦿ Withdrawal symptoms such as feeling irritable, depressed, restless and 

anxious.
⦿ Free text message program created with input from teens, college 

students and young adults who have attempted to, or successfully, quit 
e-cigarettes.

⦿ The program is tailored by age group to give teens and young 
adults appropriate recommendations about quitting. The program will 
also serve as a resource for parents looking to help their children 
who now vape.

⦿ To access the new e-cigarette quit program, users can text “QUIT” to 
(202) 804-9884. Users can also enroll in This is 
Quitting or BecomeAnEX®, free digital quit programs from Truth 
Initiative that integrate the text program. Ex Program

⦿ This is Quitting: a mobile app designed by Truth Initiative to help 
young people quit with inspiration from others like them

⦿ BecomeAnEX: a free, digital quit-smoking plan and community created by 
Truth Initiative in collaboration with Mayo Clinic

⦿ EX Program: an enterprise quit-smoking program designed for employers, 
health systems and health plans to offer to their employees and 
members

#THISISQUITTING

http://www.thisisquitting.com/
http://www.thisisquitting.com/
https://www.becomeanex.org/
https://www.theexprogram.com/
http://www.thisisquitting.com/
https://www.becomeanex.org/
https://www.theexprogram.com/


Resources to Help 
Quit

◍ https://teen.smokefree.gov/
◍ FDA-approved cessation products (1-800-QUIT NOW), a 

text-based program (text QUIT to 47848).
◍ Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, Youth Tobacco 

Prevention. www.cdc.gov/tobacco/youth/index.htm. 
◍ Truth Initiative- 

https://www.thetruth.com/articles/hot-topic/quit-vaping
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Parents: What you say 

matters
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Expect IT! 

Don’t 

Accept It!

Research shows 

parental disapproval 

is the #1 reason kids 

don’t use. 



“
Under Pressure
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◍ Foster Self-Esteem
◍ Teach assertiveness skills
◍ Teach peer pressure refusal 

strategies 



THANKS!
Any questions?
You can find us at:
favrok@apcsd.org
evansa@apcsd.org
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